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Abstract. We study the reachability problem for queue automata and
lossy queue automata. Concretely, we consider the set of queue contents
which are forwards resp. backwards reachable from a given set of queue
contents. Here, we prove the preservation of regularity if the queue au-
tomaton loops through some special sets of transformations. This is a
generalization of the results by Boigelot et al. and Abdulla et al. regard-
ing queue automata looping through a single sequence of transforma-
tions. We also prove that our construction is effective and efficient.
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1 Introduction

Nearly all problems in verification ask whether in a program or automaton one
can reach some given configurations from other given configurations. In some
computational models this question is decidable, e.g., in finite state machines,
pushdown automata [5, 8, 9] or one-counter automata. In some other, mostly
Turing-complete computational models this reachability problem is undecidable.

So, for queue automata reachability is undecidable [6], while this problem is
decidable for so-called lossy queue automata [1] which are allowed to forget any
parts of their content at any time. In this case, for a regular set of configurations,
the set of reachable configurations is regular [10] but it is impossible to com-
pute finite automata accepting these sets [14]. Surprisingly, the set of backwards
reachable configurations is effectively regular [1], even though this construction
is not primitive recursive [7, 15].

Due to the undecidability resp. inefficiency of the reachability problem for
reliable and lossy queue automata, one may consider approximations of this
problem. One trivial approach is to simulate the automaton’s computation step
by step until a given configuration (or a given set of configurations) was found.
Then, starting from a given set of configurations we simply add or remove a single
letter from the queue’s contents. An even better and more efficient approach
is to consider so-called “meta-transformations” as described in [3, 4]. Such a
meta-transformation is a combination of multiple transitions of the queue. In
particular, given a loop in the queue’s control component we combine iterations
of this loop to one big step of the queue automaton. With this trick it is possible
to explore infinitely many contents of the queue in a small amount of time.
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Considering reliable queue automata, we know from Boigelot et al. [4] that,
starting from a regular language of queue contents, the set of reachable queue
contents after application of such meta-transformation is effectively regular. A
similar result was proven for lossy queue automata by Abdulla et al. in [2].

In this paper we consider a generalization of this result which regards it-
erations through certain regular languages. Concretely, we consider so-called
read-write independent sets where for each two words s, t from this language
there is another word from this language consisting of the write actions from
s and the read actions from t. For these generalized meta-transformations we
prove the preservation of regularity of sets of configurations. We will see that
our construction is possible in polynomial time.

Additionally, we consider another type of meta-transformations: sets of trans-
formations which are closed under some special (context-sensitive) commuta-
tions of the atomic transformations. For such meta-transformations, the set of
reachable configurations is also effectively regular. Moreover, if we start from a
context-free set of configurations, the set of reachable configurations is effectively
context-free, again. Here, both constructions can be carried out in polynomial
time.

In this paper, we first prove the stated results for reliable queue automata.
Later we consider so-called partially lossy queue automata which were first intro-
duced in [12, 13]. This is a generalization of reliable and lossy queue automata
where we can specify which letters can be forgotten at any time. We will see
then, that the sets of reachable configurations can be computed from the ones of
a reliable queue automaton. Hence, all of our results and the results from [2, 4]
do also hold for arbitrary partially lossy queue automata.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Words and Languages

At first, we have to introduce some basic definitions. To this end, let Γ be an
alphabet. A word v ∈ Γ ∗ is a prefix of w ∈ Γ ∗ iff w ∈ vΓ ∗. Similarly, v is a suffix
of w iff w ∈ Γ ∗v and v is an infix of w iff w ∈ Γ ∗vΓ ∗. The complementary prefix
(resp. suffix ) of w wrt. v is the word w/v ∈ Γ ∗ (resp. v\w ∈ Γ ∗) with w = w/v · v
(resp. w = v · v\w). The right quotient of a language L ⊆ Γ ∗ wrt. K ⊆ Γ ∗ is
the language L/K = {u ∈ Γ ∗ | ∃v ∈ K : uv ∈ L}. Similarly, we can define the left
quotient K\L of L wrt. K.

For a word w = a1a2 . . . an ∈ Γ ∗ we define its reversal by wR := an . . . a2a1.
The reversal of a language L is LR = {wR |w ∈ L}. The shuffle of L and K is
the following language:

L�K :=

{
v1w1v2w2 . . . vnwn

∣∣∣∣ n ∈ N, vi, wi ∈ Γ ∗,
v1v2 . . . vn ∈ L,w1w2 . . . wn ∈ K

}
.

The word v ∈ Γ ∗ is a subword of w ∈ Γ ∗ (denoted by v � w) iff w ∈ {v}� Γ ∗.
Note that the relation � is a partial ordering on Γ ∗.
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Let ≤ be a partial ordering on Γ ∗ and L ⊆ Γ ∗ be a language. The upclosure
of L wrt. ≤ is ↑≤L = {w ∈ Γ ∗ | ∃v ∈ L : v ≤ w}. Similarly, we can define the
downclosure ↓≤L = {v ∈ Γ ∗ | ∃w ∈ L : v ≤ w}.

Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on Γ ∗. The equivalence class of v ∈ Γ ∗

wrt. ∼ is [v]∼ = {u ∈ Γ ∗ |u ∼ v}. A language L ⊆ Γ ∗ is closed under ∼ if for
each v ∈ L we have [v]∼ ⊆ L.

Let S ⊆ Γ . Then the projection πS : Γ ∗ → S∗ to S is the monoid homomor-
phism induced by πS(a) = a for each a ∈ S and πS(a) = ε for each a ∈ Γ r S.
Additionally, for w ∈ Γ ∗ we write |w|S := |πS(w)|.

2.2 Automata

A finite automaton (NFA for short) is a quintuple A = (Q,Γ, I,∆, F ) where
Q is a finite set of states, I, F ⊆ Q are the sets of initial and final states, and
∆ ⊆ Q× (Γ ∪ {ε})×Q is the transition relation. Then, the configuration graph
of A is GA := (Q,∆) which is a finite, edge-labeled, and directed graph. For

p, q ∈ Q and w ∈ Γ ∗ we write p
w−→A q if there is a w-labeled path in GA

from p to q. The accepted language of A is L(A) := {w ∈ Γ ∗ | I w−→A F}. A
language L ⊆ Γ ∗ is regular, if there is an NFA A accepting L. The class of
regular languages is effectively closed under Boolean operations, left and right
quotients, shuffle, reversal, up- and downclosures wrt. the subword ordering, and
projections.

Let A = (Q,Γ, I,∆, F ) be an NFA, Qi, Qf ⊆ Q. Then we set AQi→Qf
:=

(Q,Γ,Qi, ∆,Qf ), i.e., AQi→Qf
is the NFA constructed from A with initial states

Qi and final states Qf . For example, we have L(A) =
⋃
q∈Q L(AI→q)L(Aq→F ).

A pushdown automaton (PDA for short) is a tuple P = (Q,Σ, Γ,#, I,∆, F )
where Q is a finite set of states, Σ and Γ are alphabets, # ∈ Γ is the stack
bottom, I, F ⊆ Q are the sets of initial and final states, and ∆ ⊆ Q × Γ ×
(Σ ∪ {ε}) × Q × Γ ∗ is the finite transition relation. A configuration of P is a
tuple from ConfP := Q × Γ ∗. We denote the set of initial configurations by
InitP := I × {#} and the set of accepting configurations by FinalP := F × Γ ∗.
For p, q ∈ Q, x, y ∈ Γ ∗, and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} we write (p, x)

a−→P (q, y) if there
are X ∈ Γ and γ, z ∈ Γ ∗ with (p,X, a, q, γ) ∈ ∆, x = Xz, and y = γz.

Then, GP := (ConfP ,
⋃
a∈Σ∪{ε}

a−→P) is called the configuration graph of P.

For (p, x), (q, y) ∈ ConfP and w ∈ Σ∗ we write (p, x)
w−→P (q, y) if there is

a w-labeled path from (p, x) to (q, y) in GP . The accepted language of P is

L(P) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | InitP
w−→P FinalP}. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is context-free if

there is a PDA P with L = L(P).
Let C ⊆ ConfP be a set of configurations of P. Then we denote the set of

configurations of P reachable from C by

post∗(C) := {d ∈ ConfP | ∃w ∈ Σ∗ : C
w−→P d} .

An NFA A recognizes C if L(A) = {qγ | (q, γ) ∈ C} holds. In this case we call C
regular.
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Theorem 2.1 ([8,9]). Let P be a PDA and C ⊆ ConfP be a regular set of con-
figurations. Then post∗(C) is effectively regular. An NFA recognizing post∗(C)
can be computed from an NFA recognizing C in polynomial time. ut

3 Queues and Queue Automata

In this section we want to recall basic knowledge on queues and queue automata.
A queue can store entries from a given alphabet A. Since A is the alphabet of
queue entries, the content of a queue is a word from A∗. For any letter a ∈ A we
have two actions: writing of a at the end of the queue (denoted by a) and reading
of a from the head of the queue (denoted by a). We assume that the alphabet A
containing each such reading operation a is a disjoint copy of A. By Σ := A∪A
we denote the set of all actions on the queue. For w = a1a2 . . . an ∈ A∗ we also
write w := a1 a2 . . . an and for L ⊆ A∗ we write L := {w |w ∈ L}. Formally, we
describe the queue’s behavior by a function ◦ associating a word v ∈ A∗ and a
sequence of atomic transformations t ∈ Σ∗ with another word v ◦ t ∈ A∗ which
is the queue’s content after application of t on the content v.

Definition 3.1. Let A be an alphabet and ⊥ /∈ A. Then the map ◦ : (A∗∪{⊥})×
Σ∗ → (A∗ ∪ {⊥}) is defined for each v ∈ A∗, a, b ∈ A with a 6= b, and t ∈ Σ∗ as
follows:

(1) v ◦ ε = v
(2) v ◦ at = va ◦ t

(3) av ◦ at = v ◦ t
(4) bv ◦ at = ε ◦ at = ⊥ ◦ t = ⊥

We will say “v ◦ t is undefined” if v ◦ t = ⊥.

A queue automaton is a finite automaton on Σ equipped with such a queue.
Considering the expression “L ◦ T” then L ⊆ A∗ is a set of possible queue
inputs, T ⊆ Σ∗ is the set of transformations, and (L ◦ T ) r {⊥} is the set of
outputs of the queue automaton. Since T is represented by a finite automaton,
the set T is always a regular language in this paper. All in all, we may define
our reachability problems as follows:

Definition 3.2. Let A be an alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be a set of queue contents, and
T ⊆ Σ∗ be a regular set of transformations. The set of queue contents that are
reachable from L via T is

Reach(L, T ) := (L ◦ T ) r {⊥}

and the set of queue contents that can reach L via T is

BackReach(L, T ) := {v ∈ A∗ | (v ◦ T ) ∩ L 6= ∅} .

In general, for a recursively enumerable language L ⊆ A∗ and a regular set
T ⊂ Σ∗ the language Reach(L, T ) is (effectively) recursively enumerable. Since
a finite automaton with a queue can simulate a Turing machine [6], the language
Reach(L, T ) can be any recursively enumerable language. This is true even if
|L| = 1 and T is the Kleene closure of a finite set of transformations, i.e., if L
and T are somewhat “simple” languages:
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Remark 3.3. Let G = (N,Γ, P, S) be a (type-0) grammar and # /∈ N ∪ Γ . The
set of possible queue entries is A := N ∪ Γ ∪ {#}. We construct the set of
transformations T ⊆ Σ∗ as follows:

T :=
(
{`r | (`, r) ∈ P} ∪ {aa | a ∈ N ∪ Γ ∪ {#}}

)∗
,

i.e., the queue can apply any rule from G and move any letter from the head
to its end. Then we have Reach({#S}, T ) ∩#Γ ∗ = #L(G) which can be any
recursively enumerable language.

Due to Remark 3.3 there are sets L and T such that Reach(L, T ) is undecid-
able. Therefore, we need some approximation to decide whether a given regular
set of configurations can be reached from the regular language L of queue inputs
by application of the transformations from T . A trivial approach is to compute
Reach(L, Tn) where Tn is the set of prefixes of T of length at most n for increas-
ing n ∈ N. Unfortunately, this algorithm is not very efficient: consider L ⊆ A∗

be a finite language of queue contents and T ⊆ Σ∗ be a regular language of
transformations. Then Tn is finite for any n ∈ N and, hence, Reach(L, Tn) is
finite as well.

Boigelot et al. improved this trivial approximation in [3, 4] by introduction
of so-called meta-transformations. This means, that we partition the regular
language T into sequences of certain regular languages S ⊆ Σ∗ such that the
mappings L 7→ Reach(L, S) and L 7→ BackReach(L, S) can be computed
efficiently and preserve regularity. For example, such languages can be a regular
language of write actions or a regular language of read actions as considered in
the following proposition:

Proposition 3.4. Let A be an alphabet and L, T ⊆ A∗. Then the following
statements hold:

(1) Reach(L, T ) = LT
(2) Reach(L, T ) = T\L

(3) BackReach(L, T ) = Reach(LR, TR)
R

(4) BackReach(L, T ) = Reach(LR, TR)
R ut

Hence, for regular languages L ⊆ A∗ and T ⊆ A∗ (or T ⊆ A
∗
, resp.) we

can compute NFAs accepting Reach(L, T ) and BackReach(L, T ) in polyno-
mial time. In the following two sections we consider two further types of meta-
transformations T having efficiently computable mappings L 7→ Reach(L, T )
and L 7→ BackReach(L, T ).

4 Behavioral Equivalence

The first type of meta-transformations we want to consider are languages that
are closed under the so-called behavioral equivalence. In this connection, we say
that two sequences of transformations have the same behavior if for any queue
input the application of both transformations lead to the same output of the
queue automaton. Formally, this equivalence is defined as follows:
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Definition 4.1. Let A be an alphabet and s, t ∈ Σ∗. Then s and t behave
equivalently (denoted by s ≡ t) if v ◦ s = v ◦ t for each v ∈ A∗. The relation ≡
is called the behavioral equivalence.

In other words, we have s ≡ t if the application of s and t have the same effect on
any queue’s content. For example, for a ∈ A the sequences aaa and aaa behave
equivalently: let v ∈ A∗ be any queue content. Then we have

v ◦ aaa = vaa ◦ a = (va ◦ a) · a = v ◦ aaa .

Nevertheless, we have aa 6≡ aa since we have ε ◦ aa = ε 6= ⊥ = ε ◦ aa.
This equivalence relation was first introduced by Huschenbett et al. in [11].

They proved in this paper that ≡ is a congruence on Σ∗ and is described by
a finite set of context-sensitive commutations. We recall these commutations in
the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2 ([11]). Let A be an alphabet. Then ≡ is the least congruence on
Σ∗ satisfying the following equations for each a, b ∈ A:

(1) ab ≡ ba if a 6= b, (2) aab ≡ aab, and (3) baa ≡ baa. ut

The behavioral equivalence was further considered in [12]. Concretely, we re-
garded the languages which are regular and closed under the behavioral equiva-
lence ≡ and gave some interesting properties of these languages. In that paper,
we defined some kind of rational expressions constructing these sets as well as
some MSO-logic describing them. In particular, let T ⊆ Σ∗ be a language that
is closed under ≡. Then, we know that T is regular if, and only if, T ∩A∗A∗A∗

is regular.

Example 4.3 ([12]). Let W,R ⊆ A∗ be regular languages. Then [W � R]≡ =
W �R is regular and closed under ≡.

Now, let a ∈ A. Then [(aa)∗]≡ is not regular since (by Theorem 4.2) we can

prove [(aa)∗]≡ ∩A
∗
A∗A

∗
= {anan |n ∈ N} which is not regular.

Let T ⊆ Σ∗ be regular. Using the equations from Theorem 4.2, we can decide
whether T is closed under behavioral equivalence:

Remark 4.4. We can understand the equations from Theorem 4.2 as a finite
Thue-system. Then for each rule (` → r) we can compute T` := T ∩ Σ∗`Σ∗
and Tr := T ∩ Σ∗rΣ∗. Applying (` → r) on T` we obtain a regular language
T ′r. Finally, we have to check whether Tr = T ′r holds. The language T is closed
under behavioral equivalence if, and only if, all of these tests succeed.

However, given a regular language T ⊆ Σ∗, it is impossible to compute the
closure of T under behavioral equivalence. Moreover, it is undecidable whether
the closure of T under ≡ is regular, again [12].

Next, we want to prove that, for meta-transformations T ⊆ Σ∗ that are reg-
ular and closed under behavioral equivalence, the mappings L 7→ Reach(L, T )
and L 7→ BackReach(L, T ) preserve regularity. We do this with the help of
some corollary of Theorem 4.2:
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Proposition 4.5 ([11, 12]). Let A be an alphabet and t ∈ Σ∗. Then there is

s ∈ A∗A∗A∗ with s ≡ t. From a given word t we can compute such a word s in
polynomial time. ut

Now, we can prove the main theorem in this section:

Theorem 4.6. Let A be an alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ ∪ {⊥} be regular, and T ⊆ Σ∗

be regular and closed under ≡. Then Reach(L, T ) and BackReach(L, T ) are
effectively regular. In particular, from NFAs accepting L and T we can construct
NFAs accepting Reach(L, T ) and BackReach(L, T ) in polynomial time.

Proof. Let T = (Q,Σ, I,∆, F ) be an NFA with L(T ) = T . Since T is closed
under ≡ we have, by Proposition 4.5,

Reach(L, T ) = Reach(L, T ∩A∗A∗A∗) .

We partition T ∩ A ∗ A∗A∗ as follows: let p, q ∈ Q be any pair of states. Then
we can compute the following three regular languages in polynomial time:

Kp,q
1 = L(TI→p) ∩A

∗
, Kp,q

2 = L(Tp→q) ∩A∗ , and Kp,q
3 = L(Tq→F ) ∩A∗ .

Then it is easy to see that T ∩A∗A∗A∗ =
⋃
p,q∈QK

p,q
1 Kp,q

2 Kp,q
3 holds.

Hence, due to Proposition 3.4 and the closure properties of the class of
regular languages Reach(L,Kp,q

1 Kp,q
2 Kp,q

3 ) is effectively regular and, hence,
Reach(L, T ). ut

Remark 4.7. Since the left or right quotient of a context-free language with a reg-
ular language is again context-free, we can compute, from a PDA accepting L and
an NFA accepting T , PDAs accepting Reach(L, T ) resp. BackReach(L, T ) in
polynomial time.

5 Read-Write Independence

Another kind of meta-transformations was first considered in the research of
Boigelot et al. [4] (and similarly for lossy queue automata by Abdulla et al. [2]).
There, the authors considered queue automata looping through a single sequence
of transformations. This means, we consider queue automata having exactly one
initial state which is the only final state and there is exactly one labeled path
from the initial state back to itself, again.

Concretely, in that paper the authors have proven that beginning with a
regular language of queue contents we reach a regular set of queue contents,
again. In particular, one can compute infinitely many succeeding queue contents
at once in polynomial time. So, a natural question would be, whether this result
can be generalized to meta-transformations consisting of multiple such loops
starting from a single initial state. Unfortunately, already for queue automata
having two loops the set of reachable queue contents is not regular in general:
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Example 5.1. Let A be an alphabet and a, b ∈ A be distinct letters. Then we
have Reach({a}, {abb, ba}∗) ∩ {a}∗ = {a2n |n ∈ N} which is not even context-
free.

Moreover, in Remark 3.3 we have seen that such queue automata consisting of
a finite number of such loops are Turing-complete.

In both cases, there are two words s, t ∈ T having different sub-sequences
of write or read actions. One trivial solution would be considering only words
having the same sub-sequences of write and read actions. Another even stronger
approach is to choose a set T such that independently of which word from
πA(T ) we read from the queue, we can write any word from πA(T ). In this case,
it is impossible that a special queue content can enforce a unique, complicated,
infinite run of the queue automaton since we can now write any word from
πA(T ) at any time into the queue. This can be understood as lifting of a word
having sub-sequences of write and read actions to an object having a set of sub-
sequences of write and read actions. Formally, we are considering the following
sets of transformations:

Definition 5.2. Let A be an alphabet. A set T ⊆ Σ∗ is read-write independent
if for each s, t ∈ T we have πA(s)πA(t) ∈ T .

We may see read-write independent sets as some kind of a Cartesian product of
a set of write actions W ⊆ A∗ with a set of read actions R ⊆ A∗ where for each
element (w, r) ∈W ×R we have the transformation wr. Some simple read-write
independent sets are given in the following example:

Example 5.3. Let W,R ⊆ A∗. Then WR and W�R are read-write independent.

Obviously, each language T ⊆ Σ∗ with πA(T )πA(T ) ⊆ T is read-write inde-
pendent. Hence, for a given regular language it is clear how to check read-write
independency.

In the following we will prove that the mapping L 7→ Reach(L, T ∗), for
any regular, read-write independent set T ⊆ Σ∗, preserves regularity and is
computable in polynomial time. But first we focus on a special case where the
read-write independent set is the product of a language of write actions W with
a language of read actions R. Here, we consider regular subsets WR ⊆ A∗A

∗

where A is some alphabet having a special letter $ which marks the begin of
a word from W and is used for synchronization between writing and reading
actions.

Theorem 5.4. Let A be an alphabet and $ ∈ A be some letter. Additionally,
let L ⊆ (A r {$})∗, W ⊆ $(A r {$})∗, and R ⊆ A∗ be regular languages such
that R = $∗ � πAr{$}(R) holds. Then Reach(L, (WR)∗) is effectively regular.
In particular, from NFAs accepting L, W , and R we can construct an NFA
accepting Reach(L, (WR)∗) in polynomial time.

We prove Theorem 5.4 by reduction to the reachability problem in pushdown
automata. A first, trivial idea would be a simple replacement of the queue by a
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stack, i.e., from the queue’s content v we reach w if, and only if, the PDA reaches
w# from v#. Unfortunately, this construction is not possible since our queue
automaton modifies its content at both ends which cannot be simulated with a
single stack. Hence, we need a more abstract presentation of the queue’s contents.
To this end, we consider some computation of the queue on a word v ∈ L. So,
let v0, . . . , vk ∈ A∗ and α0, . . . , αk−1 ∈ Σ with v0 = v, vi+1 = vi ◦ αi 6= ⊥ for
each 0 ≤ i < k, and α0 . . . αk−1 be some prefix of (WR)∗. Consider an NFA
C accepting LW ∗. Then, there is some path from an initial state p0 to a final
state q0 of C with label v0. When applying α0 to v0 this corresponds either to
moving q0 by one edge labeled with α0 ∈ A to state q1 or to moving p0 by one
edge labeled with a (where α0 = a ∈ A) to state p1. Application of the following
actions αi similarly moves one of the states pi and qi by one edge to pi+1 resp.
qi+1. The result is that vk is the labeling of some path from pk to qk in C. In this
sense, we can abstract vk and its corresponding path in C by these two states
pk and qk and a number n ∈ N representing the number of W -loops in this path
(and hence, the number of words from W to be contained in vk or the number
of $ on this path). Additionally, since α0 . . . αn−1 is some prefix of (WR)∗ there
is some path in an NFA T accepting (WR)∗ from an initial state to some state
s labeled with α0 . . . αn−1.

Alternatively, we can understand the components pk, qk, and n as follows:
since the queue automaton starts with some word from L, adds a prefix of W ∗ at
the end, and removes some prefix of R∗ from the head, the word vk is some infix
of LW ∗. Hence, there is a suffix w0 of L ∪W , some words w1, . . . , wn−1 ∈ W ,
and a prefix wn of W with vk = w0w1 . . . wn−1wn. In this case, w0 is the labeling
of some path from pk to the final states of C and wn is the labeling of some path
from C’s final states to qk (cf. Fig. 1).

pi pi+1 fC qi qi+1

suffix of L ∪W prefix of W

∈W

w1, . . . , wn−1

a b

$

$w0 wn

Fig. 1. A path labeled with vi from pi to qi in C and its three components.

Now, we want to construct a PDA P which handles exactly the four com-
ponents named above. In this sense, P’s states contain the three states pk, qk,
and s of C and T and the number n is stored in the stack of P. To this end,
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let C = (QC , A, IC , ∆C , FC) be an NFA accepting LW ∗ (i.e., the possible queue
Contents) and T = (QT , Σ, IT , ∆T , FT ) be an NFA accepting (WR)∗ (i.e., the
possible Transformations). W.l.o.g., we can assume that both, C and T , are re-
duced in the sense that each state is reachable from the initial state and can
reach some final state. Additionally, we assume that C and T have exactly one
final state called fC resp. fT . Note that we can compute these two automata in
polynomial time from NFAs accepting L, W , and R.

Recall that the queue’s content is abstracted by three states from C and T
and by some natural number. Then the PDA P = (QP , Σ, Γ,#, IP , ∆P , FP) is
defined as follows:

– Γ := {$,#}
– QP := QC × QC × QT . Here, the first and second component represent the

two states characterizing the queue’s content as described above. The third
component represents the actions we have already executed on the queue.

– IP := IC × QL × IT where QL := {q ∈ QC | ∃v ∈ L : IC
v−→C q} is the set of

states being reachable via L (i.e., the final states of the NFA accepting L)
– FP := QC × FC × FT
– ∆P contains exactly the following transitions for a ∈ A r {$}, X ∈ Γ ,
p, p, q, q′ ∈ QC , and s, s′ ∈ QT :
(I) Simulate writing of the letter a into the queue:

((p, q, s), X, a, (p, q′, s′), X) ∈ ∆P if (q, a, q′) ∈ ∆C and (s, a, s′) ∈ ∆T .
(II) Simulate writing of the letter $ into the queue:

((p, q, s), X, $, (p, q′, s′), $X) ∈ ∆P if (q, $, q′) ∈ ∆C and (s, $, s′) ∈ ∆T .
(III) Simulate reading of the letter a from the queue:

((p, q, s), X, a, (p′, q, s′), X) ∈ ∆P if (p, a, p′) ∈ ∆C and (s, a, s′) ∈ ∆T .
(IV) Simulate reading of the letter $ from the queue:

((p, q, s), $, $, (p′, q, s′), ε) ∈ ∆P if (p, $, p′) ∈ ∆C and (s, $, s′) ∈ ∆T .

It is easy to see that the stack’s contents are words from $∗# at any time.
Now, we assign the configuration ((p, q, s), $n#) to the set of all words being

the labeling of some path from p to q in C, containing n appearances of the
letter $ (which marks the beginning of a word from W ), and are reachable by
application of some infix of (WR)∗ that is the labeling of some path from IT to
s in T . Since we do not care about the queue’s control component and its states,
we only focus on the path from p to q in C and the n appearances of $. Formally,
our assignment is the mapping J.K : ConfP → 2A

∗
with

J(p, q, s), $n#K = L(Cp→q) ∩ ($n � (Ar {$})∗)

for each p, q ∈ QC , s ∈ QT , and n ∈ N.
Next, we can prove that the set of reachable queue contents coincides with

this semantics of the reachable, accepting configurations of the PDA P.

Proposition 5.5. We have Reach(L, (WR)∗) =
⋃
σ∈post∗(InitP)∩FinalP JσK. ut

With Proposition 5.5 in mind, we are ready to prove the effective regularity of
the set of reachable configurations of our special queue automata:
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Proof (of Theorem 5.4). From Theorem 2.1 we know that post∗(InitP) is effec-
tively regular. Let A be the NFA recognizing post∗(InitP) which can be com-
puted in polynomial time. Then the following language is effectively regular as
well:

K :=
⋃

(p,q,s)∈FP

(L(Cp→q) ∩ (π$(L(A) ∩ (p, q, s)$∗#)� (Ar {$})∗)) .

Hence, using Proposition 5.5, we can prove

K =
⋃

σ∈post∗(InitP)∩FinalP

JσK = Reach(L, T ∗) . ut

Until now we have seen the effective preservation of regularity if our read-
write independent set T ⊆ Σ∗ satisfies a special condition. From this special
case we infer now the effective preservation of regularity for arbitrary read-write
independent sets.

Theorem 5.6. Let A be an alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be regular, and T ⊆ Σ∗ be
read-write independent and regular. Then Reach(L, T ∗) is effectively regular.
In particular, from NFAs accepting L and T we can compute an NFA accepting
Reach(L, T ∗) in polynomial time.

Proof. First, we can prove that for each t ∈ T and v ∈ L with v ◦ t 6= ⊥
there is t′ ∈ πA(T )πA(T ) with v ◦ t′ = v ◦ t. Hence, we have Reach(L, T ∗) =
Reach(L, (πA(T )πA(T ))∗). Now, let $ /∈ A be a new letter. Then we set W :=

$πA(T ) and R := πA(T ) � $
∗

which are effectively regular. By Theorem 5.4
the set Reach(L, (WR)∗) is effectively regular as well. Finally, we can prove
Reach(L, (WR)∗) = Reach(L, (πA(T )πA(T ))∗) = πA(Reach(L, T ∗)). ut

From Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 3.4 we can infer that also the set of
backwards reachable queue contents is effectively regular.

Corollary 5.7. Let A be an alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be regular, and T ⊆ Σ∗ be read-
write independent and regular. Then BackReach(L, T ∗) is effectively regular.
In particular, from NFAs accepting L and T we can construct an NFA accepting
BackReach(L, T ∗) in polynomial time. ut

Theorem 5.6 can also be used to prove the effective regularity of other lan-
guage classes. First, with the help of the behavioral equivalence ≡ we can see
that the result of [4] is a direct corollary of the result above.

Corollary 5.8. Let A be an alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be regular, and T ⊆ Σ∗ be regular.
Then Reach(L, T ∗) and BackReach(L, T ∗) are effectively regular, if

(1) T = {t} for some t ∈ Σ∗ (cf. [4]),
(2) T = R1WR2 for some regular sets W,R1, R2 ⊆ A∗, or

(3) T ⊆ A∗ ∪A∗.
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In all of these cases the computation of NFAs accepting Reach(L, T ∗) and
BackReach(L, T ∗), respectively, is possible in polynomial time.

Proof. First, we prove (1). To this end, let s = uvw ∈ A∗A∗A∗ with s ≡ t as
in Proposition 4.5. Then we have t∗ ≡ s∗ = u(vwu)∗vw ∪ {ε}. Since {vwu} is
read-write independent, Reach(L, t∗) = Reach(L, s∗) is effectively regular by
Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 5.6.

The proof of (2) is similar to (1).

Finally, we prove (3). Set S := (T ∩ A∗)∗(T ∩ A∗)∗. Then S is effectively
regular and read-write independent. Additionally, we have S∗ = T ∗ and, hence,
Reach(L, T ∗) = Reach(L, S∗). ut

Note that Corollary 5.8(2) also implies that Reach(L, (RW )∗) is effectively
regular for some regular languages W,R ⊆ A∗.

Though, it is still open whether Reach(L, T ∗) is regular for each regular
T ⊆ Σ∗ with πA(T )πA(T ) ⊆ T . At least the reduction in Theorem 5.6, where
we have de-shuffled the words from T , does not hold in this case. E.g., we have
Reach({ε}, {aaa, aaa}∗) = a∗ 6= {ε} = Reach({ε}, {aaa}∗). However, we be-
lieve that Reach(L, T ∗) is effectively (and efficiently) regular for each T ⊆ Σ∗

such that for each s, t ∈ T there is r ∈ T with πA(r) = πA(s) and πA(r) = πA(t).
Possibly, the construction of our PDA P can be generalized to this case.

6 Partially Lossy Queues

Until now we have only considered queue automata which are reliable. We can
also prove the results from the previous sections for (partially) lossy queue au-
tomata. These partially lossy queue automata are queue automata with an ad-
ditional uncontrollable action which is forgetting parts of its contents that are
specified by a so-called lossiness alphabet.

Definition 6.1. A lossiness alphabet is a tuple L = (A,U) where A is an al-
phabet (with |A| ≥ 2) and U ⊆ A.

In this connection, U contains the unforgettable letters of the partially lossy
queue and Ar U contains the forgettable letters.

In fact, a partially lossy queue automaton is allowed to forget any letter from
A r U in its content at any time. Here, we first consider partially lossy queues
with restricted lossiness. Concretely, we consider only the computations of the
automata where the queue forgets letters when necessary. That is, if the queue
tries to read some letter which is preceded by some forgettable letters.

Formally, the transformations of a restricted partially lossy queue are defined
as follows:

Definition 6.2. Let L = (A,U) be a lossiness alphabet and ⊥ /∈ A. Then the
map ◦L : (A∗ ∪ {⊥}) × Σ∗ → (A∗ ∪ {⊥}) is defined for each v ∈ A∗, a, b ∈ A,
and t ∈ Σ∗ as follows:
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(1) v ◦L ε = v
(2) v ◦L at = va ◦ t
(3) av ◦L at = v ◦L t

(4) bv◦Lat = v◦Lat if b ∈ Ar(U∪{a})
(5) bv ◦L at = ⊥ if b ∈ U r {a}
(6) ε ◦L at = ⊥ ◦L t = ⊥

Let L = (A,U) be a lossiness alphabet and u, v ∈ A∗. We say that v is an
L-subword of w (denoted by v �L w) if πU (w) � v � w holds. It is easy to see,
that �(A,A) is the equality relation and �(A,∅) is the subword relation on A as
defined in the preliminaries.

Then a (non-restricted) partially lossy queue with some content w ∈ A∗ may
contain any L-subword of w after a single forgetting action. Moreover, for v ∈ A∗
and t ∈ Σ∗ with v ◦L t 6= ⊥ the set ↓�L(v ◦L t) is the set of all reachable queue
contents after application of the transformation t on v (cf. [13]). Hence, we define
our reachability problems as follows:

Definition 6.3. Let L = (A,U) be a lossiness alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be a set of
queue contents, and T ⊆ Σ∗ be a regular set of transformations. The set of
queue contents that are reachable from L via T is

ReachL(L, T ) := ↓�L((L ◦L T ) r {⊥})

and the set of queue contents that can reach L via T is

BackReachL(L, T ) := ↑�L{v ∈ A
∗ | (v ◦L T ) ∩ L 6= ∅} .

Now, we consider fully lossy queues: let L = (A, ∅) be a lossiness alphabet. Then,
for regular languages L ⊆ A∗ and T ⊆ Σ∗, the set ReachL(L, T ) has a decidable
membership problem [1] and, since it is downwards closed under the subword
ordering � [10], it is regular. Though, we cannot compute an NFA accepting this
set - even if L = {w} [14]. Surprisingly, the set BackReachL(L, T ) is effectively
regular [1], but the computation of an NFA accepting this set is not primitive
recursive [7, 15].

Hence, again we try to approximate the reachability problem with the help
of meta-transformations. To this end, we need the following partial ordering:
we say v is a reduced L-subword of w (denoted by v vL w) if, and only if,
there are a1, . . . , an ∈ A and wi ∈ (A r (U ∪ {ai}))∗ with v = a1 . . . an and
w = w1a1 . . . wnan. Note that v vL w implies v �L w but not vice versa, since
for v �L w it is allowed to add some forgettable letters at the end of v. It is very
easy to verify that in the reliable case (i.e., A = U) this ordering is the equality
relation on A∗. With the help of vL we can prove the following statement:

Lemma 6.4. Let L = (A,U) be a lossiness alphabet and v, w, t ∈ A∗. Then we
have v ◦L t = w if, and only if, there is s ∈ A∗ with t vL s and v = sw. ut

With the help of Lemma 6.4 we can finally prove the following reductions from
reachability in partially lossy queues to reachability in reliable queues:

Proposition 6.5. Let L = (A,U) and K = (A,A) be lossiness alphabets and
L, T ⊆ A∗. Then the following statements hold:
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(1) L ◦L T = L ◦K T
(2) L ◦L T = L ◦K ↑vLT
(3) ReachL(L, T ) = ↓�LReachK(L, T )

(4) ReachL(L, T ) = ↓�LReachK(L, ↑vLT )
(5) BackReachL(L, T ) = ↑�LBackReachK(L, T )

(6) BackReachL(L, T ) = ↑�LBackReachK(L, ↑vLT ) ut

Finally, we can prove that our results from the previous sections also hold for
arbitrary partially lossy queues:

Theorem 6.6. Let L = (A,U) be a lossiness alphabet, L ⊆ A∗ be regular, and
T ⊆ Σ∗ be regular. Then ReachL(L, T ) and BackReachL(L, T ) are effectively
regular, if

(1) T is closed under ≡L (where s ≡L t if v ◦L s = v ◦L t for each v ∈ A∗),
(2) T = S∗ for some regular, read-write independent S ⊆ Σ∗,
(3) T = t∗ for some t ∈ Σ∗ (cf. [2, 4]),
(4) T = (R1WR2)∗ for some regular sets W,R1, R2 ⊆ A∗, or

(5) T = S∗ where S ⊆ A∗ ∪A∗ is regular.

In all of these cases the computation of NFAs accepting ReachL(L, T ) and
BackReachL(L, T ), respectively, is possible in polynomial time. ut

7 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced so-called partially lossy queue automata (plq au-
tomata for short) which are queue automata that are allowed to forget specified
parts of their contents at any time. Here, we considered the forwards and back-
wards reachability problem of such plq automata. Since those automata are
Turing-complete (except of the ones allowed to forget everything) Boigelot et
al. [4] and Abdulla et al. [1] tried to approximate the reachability problem with
the help of so-called meta-transformations. These are regular languages of trans-
formations such that we can easily compute the set of reachable queue contents.
Here, we considered two special kinds of meta-transformations:

1. the set of possible sequences of queue transformations is closed under certain
(context-sensitive) commutations of the atomic transformations.

2. the plq automaton alternates between writing of words from a regular lan-
guage and reading of words from another regular language. This is a gener-
alization of the results [2, 4] where the authors considered queue automata
looping through a single sequence of transformations.

In both cases we could prove that, starting with a regular language of queue
contents the queue reaches a regular set of new contents.
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